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1. Managing your View
a. Individual user dashboard – Each user can also can easily customize the
dashboard for themselves. Simply go to the button with the three little dots on the
top right-hand corner of the System Dashboard, then select Create Dashboard.

b. Provide a name and description and select any of the existing dashboards to
from which to start. You can add gadgets from the menu selection and customize
your view.

c. Changing icons in "Attachments"
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•

Click on the down arrow on the Attachments section, select the view of
attachments you prefer – Thumbnails or List

2. Creating New Issues
a. Click the blue "Create" button at the top of the toolbar.

b. A new box will open called "Create Issue."
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c. Choose the project type from the drop-down menu. You can also attach files,
assign a due date, etc.

d. Once the form is complete, assign it to the appropriate personnel, click the blue
"Create" button at the bottom right and your issue has been created.
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3. Working an Issue
Edit an Attachment
a. Hover over any existing attachment. A box will appear that says, "Edit attachment
directly."

b. A dialog box and your attachment will open in Word. Edit as necessary and click
the Save icon in the Word toolbar. (Icons may vary depending on version of
Word used.)
You can save as many times as you need before you move to step 3.

c. Once finalized, click the blue "Save Attachment" button in the dialog box.

d. Now your new version is saved. Close the file on your computer.
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Save a New Version of Attachments
(From a Third-Party Source; if a new thread was started, etc.)
a. Click on the three dots next to the issue that needs updating and choose "Upload
new revision."

b. Attach the new version, comment on what has changed, and click "Attach" when
completed.

c. Your new version is now added. You can verify by clicking the two gray arrows to
the left of the document. The most current version will be on top.
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Collaborate with Internal Resources
a. Send comments and questions by simply tagging recipients like on social media
apps (use @username). You can select recipients from a drop-down box once
the "@" symbol is typed.

.
b. Individual updates are sent to the relevant users via comments and an email.
Updates are also made within ALOE.

Close an Issue
There are two ways to close an issue:
a. In the boards view, simply drag and drop the matter to the "Done" (or equivalent)
column. The issue status will automatically be updated in the details on the right.

b. From the issue screen, select "Done," "Closed," or the equivalent from the
Workflow dropdown.
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4. Connect Issues
Clone an Issue
a. To duplicate an issue, click on the "More" button and select "Clone."

b. A new issue will be created that duplicates the original issue. You will be the
reporter of the new issue.
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Link Issues
a. To link related issues (new or existing) in the official record, click "More," then
either "Create Linked Issue" (for new) or "Link" (for existing).

b. "Create linked issue" will look like the image below. Fill in the appropriate fields
and click the blue "Create" button at the bottom.
*Note: there are multiple options when linking. An issue can block others, be
blocked by others, cause another, and more. Ensure you select the option you
intend.
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c. "Link" will connect existing content and will look like the image below. Choose
which type of issue you would like to link from the menu at the left, complete the
appropriate fields, then click the gray "Link" button at the bottom.

d. Linking can also be used to connect an issue to a web page or a confluence
page. Simply choose from the options in the left column of the pop up.
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Link Sub-Tasks
For large tasks within a task (i.e. acquisitions, disputes, etc.), a sub-task can be created
and linked to the original issue.
a. Click "More," then "Create sub-task."

b. Complete the sub-task in the appropriate fields as if you were creating an original
issue (see "Creating New Issues" for how to do this).
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Labels
a. Use labels to track related issues (much in the same way hashtags are used in
social media). When creating or editing an issue, enter the preferred key term(s)
in the "Labels" field. Then click "Update."

5. Filters
Existing Filters
a. To find existing filters, click "Issues" on the toolbar. Then select "Manage Filters"
from the drop-down menu.
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b. This will bring you to "Popular filters." Here you can select from a bank of filters
by which to group issues.

New Filters
There are two ways to create a new filter:
a. From the "Manage Filters" screen, select a base filter, make changes following
the references below, and select "Save As." Rename the filter.

b. Select the issues drop down from the top left. Select "Search for Issues."
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In the section below the filter title you may change the assumptions (select
boards, types, status, assignee, add a text sort, etc.).

•

Once the filter is set to your satisfaction, select Save As and name your
new filter. It will now be available for reporting or timelines.

Share Filters
When a filter is created, the user that created it is the only person who can view and edit
it. Follow the steps below to open it to other users.
a. From the filter, click on "Details" next to the title of the filter.

b. Select "Edit Permissions."
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c. Determine users/groups that can view and edit the filter. *Edit permissions will
automatically give viewing permissions.
Be sure you select "Add" once you make your selection.

6. Search
By Issue
a. Type any keyword in the "Search" box in the top, right corner of the toolbar.

b. This will bring up a list of all issues you have access to containing that keyword.
From the list, select the issues you would like to view in detail.
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By Attachment
a. You can also search by document type by using the same steps as above. You
can search any word present in the name of the document.

7. Dashboards
Create Dashboards
a. Select "Manage Dashboards" from the Dashboards drop down in ribbon.

b. Select, Create new dashboard.
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c. Select whether to start from a blank screen or using an existing dashboard as a
template. Name your dashboard. You may set permissions on this screen as
well. Click "Add" when finished configuring.

d. From the dashboard screen, select a layout.
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Add / Edit Gadgets
a. To access your dashboard, either select it from the drop down from
"Dashboards" in the ribbon, or from Manage Dashboards you can search for it or
find it in your favorites.

Note: by clicking on the star next to a dashboard, you can add it to or remove it
from your favorites list.
b. A gadget can be added either from an empty frame or by clicking the "Add
gadget" button in the upper right corner of the screen.

c. In the pop-up window, click "Load all gadgets" in order to see all your options.
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d. When "Add gadget" is selected, the dialogue box remains open while the gadget
is added to the dashboard. Should you need more than one gadget of that type,
simply press "Add gadget" more than once. Multiple gadgets of any type may be
added before closing the window.

e. Configure the gadget with the appropriate filter and settings to get what you
need.

8. Manage Projects
Move Issues between Boards
Open the issue to be moved and click on the three small dots in the top right corner.
Then select "More" from the drop- down menu.
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a. Select the new location of the issue. Then click the blue "Move" button at the
bottom.

9. Create Reports
Project Reports
You can create graphic reporting in ALOE using the "Reports" function within any
project - on the left sidebar - and choosing the desired issue analysis. These reports are
temporary and do not retain their settings over time. Below are some examples:
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Filter Reports
To create standard reports that can be either used on a dashboard or can be emailed
through a subscription, set up the filter according to the instructions in New Filters.
To subscribe to this filter as a report:
a. From the filter, go to "Details" next to the filter name

b. Select "New Subscription"
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c. Set the group, frequency, and time the report should be delivered. This will be
sent the the user's / group's email address.
*Note: a user can only select a group to send an email to if they are a member of
that group. Users are not able to set up subscriptions for other individual users or
groups of which they are not members.

Dashboard Reports
To create standing, regularly updating reports, add gadgets to a dashboard that reflect
the type of report desired: bar chart, pie chart, list, etc.
To do this, follow the instructions in Add / Edit Gadgets to set the gadget on the
dashboard, and the instructions here.
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